Introduction
In recent years, the copula functions have literally be located in finance sector. Although the application of copula in finance is principal in risk management and option pricing, other applications have been suggested. The advantages of using a copula by way of correlation have been modelled dependencies between variables in financial models. Pair wise correlation and the marginal distributions of a random vector is not enough to determine its joint distribution. The copula works by joining together the marginal distributions to form a joint distribution. Thus, the dependence relationship is completely determined by the copula. From a theoretical point of view, copulas let the dependence structure of random variables to be modelled without assumptions on the parametric form of the marginal distributions. 
Material and Methods
The copula is defined as a
Ultimately, for twice differentiable and 2-increasing property can be replaced by the condition 2 
The copula 
. Where is the copula parameter restricted to[1, ∞). This copula is asymmetric, with more weight in the right tail. Beside this, it is extreme value copula [12] .
Clayton Copula:
This Archimedean copula is defines with the help of generator function
Where  is the copula parameter restricted to (0, ) .  This copula is also asymmetric, but with more weight in the left tail [12] .
Frank Copula:
This Archimedean copula is defines with the help of generator function;
where is the copula parameter restricted to   0,  [12] .
Joe Copula:
Where  is the copula parameter restricted to   1,  . This copula family is similar to the Gumbel. The right tail positive dependence is stronger more than Gumbel [12] .
Plackett Copula:
This copula function is defines
Where  is the copula parameter restricted to (0, ) 
write. This coefficient that stated expediently in the form
Also, n  is asymptotically unbiased estimator of
where the second equality is obtain. Genest (2007 (14) where n P and n Q number of concordant and discordant pairs respectively. Here, ( ,
n  is function of copula 
Application
In this study, we used weekly values of deposit rate and exchange rate of dollars from 30.12.2005 to 13.01.2017 that gotten central bank in Turkey. For our data set, we are to select suitable copula family, we firstly form matrix for observed frequencies of deposit rate and exchange rate of dollars. Table 2 presents 5x5 matrix of these variables. For the data set, we obtain Kendall Tau 0,751 and Spearman's Rho 0,912. Next step of this study, we are to find the best appropriate copula family and the selected copula family is statistically tested. Best model for our data is find by comparing empirical results. 
Conclusion
Nowadays, at the start of economy subject that has been mostly discussed comes topic of rate. If rate of dollar rise, it wait attempt of central bank. Aim of central bank is to provide price stability. Central Bank is not interesting adjustment policies but at the same time, extreme change of rate is become, it is study to remove this extreme change with foreign exchange purchase transaction. There is a relation between Deposit Rate and Exchange Rate of Dollars and for this relation is study about how strong. In this study degree of dependence between Deposit Rate and Exchange Rate of Dollars is obtained strong. The statistically significant copula algorithm can estimate. Dependency is modelling the Joe copula family ( 
 
). From this point of, The Joe copula is similar to Gumbel Copula, but the right tail positive dependence stronger. From this study, response of central bank on exchange Rate of Dollars is positively. Central Bank is response with purchase and sale on the exchange rate of dollars, when Extreme change of rate and statuses that it is break markets. Partıcularly, exchange rate fluctuations are cause development of our economic or in negativeness developments of derived from outside. In such cases, response of Central Bank is right positively. 
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